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A common mistake made by people after purchasing a canvas print from market is; hanging of
canvas print on an unsuitable wall space. It is wastage of money, if the canvas print is not hanged
on an appropriate wall. For brighten your house a well designed canvas print should be hanged on
walls, it will enhance the aesthetic appeal of the area it was installed. It can be the living room of
house or kitchen, put your Wall Art in any room, but select a proper space and height for hanging.
Canvas Prints should be hanged at the middle space of wall at the height of around 8-10 feet from
the floor, so as to gather maximum attention of guests. If wall art is not at the suitable height then it
canâ€™t be detected by people and it will not attract anyone visiting your house or office.

For offices canvas print should be installed at the greater elevation from floor because it will appear
more stunning from a definite height instead of at lower ones. There is a big difference in total height
of a room in office and home, in offices we observe a longer surface area in comparison to home.
For living room of house most appropriate area of wall is at the middle of floor and roof. For home
decoration wall art paintings are used by people quite frequently, but they does not notice that a wall
art will not look appealing if it is not installed at the desirable elevation from floor, your money will be
wasted on a useless piece of art that will not get appreciation from the guests. All the efforts putted
on development of a canvas print will be unsuccessful because installation was not done properly.

If you are not familiar with the ideal space of wall for wall hangings then take advice from
professionals home decors they will guide you through the complete installation process. Take
advantage of the technology and read articles and blogs related to canvas art prints installation,
they will suggest the perfect technique for hanging the Wall Art in houses. With utilization of latest
technology read the online guides for home decoration tips, and save money otherwise spent on
hiring an interior decors service. For attractive look choose different patterns of canvas, professional
artists will provide guidance on the best suited area for wall hangings.

For attractive appearance choose a light shade of canvas print if the wall background is white or
cream. You can blend different patterns of canvas prints together to get more exciting objects for
hanging on walls of living room or bedroom.
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It is important for people to understand the significance of a a Canvas Art hanging method, because
if it is not installed at the most appropriate corner of the walls then it will not look appealing from any
side.
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